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From Maurice Roche. Some examples, but importantly a mega-event isn’t just “a
normal event – but larger”. In regards of ECoC and UKCoC we’d probably agree they
are certainly aiming in this direction, even if we could debate whether they qualify in
comparison to some of these others. Maybe at least a national-level mega-event, if
we want to phrase it that way.
However even from this quick list and rough criteria, we can see that the concept of a
mega-event only really starts to make sense from the beginnings of the modern era.
Why is this? Some of the drivers are likely to be – mass media – tourism – perhaps
later the ideas of a creative/cultural economy.
Without going into too much detail – if mega events are ‘modern’ in someway Roche asks what are these dimensions of ‘modernity’ – how linked is it with progress,
secular, scientific values – national identity, icons, ceremonies, the support of elites, local or physical / mediated or virtual? A mega event can be said to exist across all
these.
Also he specifies temporal boundaries – the immediate event itself – intermediate
(impacts) – and horizon (legacy) – again a mega-event can be said to exist across all
these.
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Quick side note: the DCMS formed in 1997 required local authorities to produce a
Cultural Strategy by 2002/3. From 2002 – 2010 for Leicester this was ‘Diverse City’
after which, and it’s slightly telling in the introduction to the final report – that 1. the
major regeneration projects are now finished and a lot of the 2002 objectives have
been met and 2. the financial crisis means we’ll have to make some big changes.
Cultural strategy was essentially passed to the Cultural Partnership Board who
produced the ‘Cultural Ambition Statement’ in 2012. The following data comes from
a stakeholder survey (not a representative sample) I carried out for them, targeted at
specific ‘cultural leaders’ but also available to interested members of the general
public.
In terms of overall satisfaction, it’s pretty clear that this is a contested area to begin
with. We can debate exactly how satisfied the majority in the ‘meets expectations’
are – but clearly only a few are in the ‘exceeds’. And 15% - around 1 in 7 just don’t
know – have no opinions? Aren’t sure what we’re talking about? Can’t really compare
their experience here to elsewhere? Or maybe we’re asking people who have pretty
high standards to begin with.
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We split up 13 areas of provision to be rated individually – just showing the top and
bottom three here.

This matches up with our expectations generally – park & open spaces – my
understanding is Leicester is quite well served here, wins awards and so on – Theatre
& Dance – huge investment in Curve – Fest&Events – again a wide range of these on
offer, range of communities.
Bottom three, to start with Visual Arts, Crafts and Fashion – presumably reflecting the
loss of the City Gallery – despite lots of informal/smaller scale places – I think that
‘offically’ sanctioned space had a certain value to it. (or at least people are using this
as an option to bring it up again). Also Tourism – might debate the trouble of asking
mostly residents/workers of Leicester to judge this but at least we can conclude they
don’t see their home city as a big Tourist spot one way or the other.
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Open ended – categorised by me – range of perspectives
Emphasis on “Diversity” around representation and working ‘between’ groups - a
general sense that if we can get people working together - we can make something
greater than the sum of it’s parts.
Next “Transparency”, a sense that things aren’t just being run as political pet projects,
or that it’s ‘just the same people making decisions as always’. I don’t quite know how,
politically, you’d make this happen, but there was a clear sense that people just don’t
know what’s going on or why – particularly in such a broad and messy area like
culture – which not only risks things lacking mass support – but turning into harder
scepticism and cyncism
Investment – who doesn’t want investment? Referring to time, money and political
will here. Arguably the cultural sector Leicester has done alright regarding some of
these in the past, how might it extend in the future? While it is a priority, I think it’s
worth reiterating that it is ‘lower’ down the scale than the other two – so the cultural
sector aren’t just continually banging on about more cash. At least no more so than
anyone else!
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Finally for these open ended questions, my particular favourite – what should a
Cultural strategy NOT seek to do?

So the flip side to the calls for Diversity comes up top here – I broadly called it
segregation – which people might express in different ways – on the one hand making
sure the diverse population had a diverse provision – yet on the other an
acknowledgement that it’s very hard to please everyone all the time – and hopefully
what seemed to be a general understanding that not everything had to appeal to
“my” personal/individual tastes
“Imposition” to be seen to be “telling people what’s good for them or what counts” –
a suggestion that regional/national successes can’t just be ‘transplanted’ into a pretty
unique community. Get the sense this is broadly directed at the city council, maybe
the independant CPB is a better move in this regard – maybe people still consider
them to be the same thing.
“Centralisation” general calls for devolution – not just for the sake of it, but to make
sure talent is supported at every level – otherwise the larger successes are thought to
be less likely to be achieved. A sense that Leicester has got the big bombastic
investment out of the way (for better or worse) now it needs the ‘small and beautiful’
things too.
Overall the work for the CPB brought up a huge raft of suggestions and reflections, a
lot of which are useful to consider for the general context of – what did Leicester
WANT out of UKCOC ? How broad and deep was the support for UKCOC? Will we go
for it again?
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Specifically regarding these types of mega-events, we’ve got some key lessons.
Just looking at who has gone for these awards, how many times and so on helps –
Hull, Ports&South, Southend, Swansea all went for it previously – P&S + Southend
didn’t get shortlisted twice – Swansea didnt’ the first time but the second – Dundee
and Leicester made it to the shortlist on our first attempt.
We can think about the cities and areas represented – what are the various/shared
reasons for bidding – why – for example, does somewhere like Birmingham go for it
twice then not again? Has the prep process achieved what they needed it to or have
they, colloquially, “just given up!”
Overall this tells us one basic fact – cultural strategy in general is a very long game to
play whether you are looking at relatively short awards like COC or the rest of the
time. If there’s one thing that’s emblematic of why Leicester didn’t get further, it is
that we committed to do it at such a late stage – you could say this lack of integration
and long term view. Conversely it’s quite an achievement to have got that far from a
‘standing start’
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So, if you are interested in other lessons from mega events (principally ECOC) these
are the three docs to look out for and I’ve summarized what I think are their most
relevant conclusions on the next slide.
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1. Quite a broad and long reflection on the whole process:
From ECoC – despite huge media attention, a sense that the European angle – in
particular had been lost, and that sets quite a big problem potentially – given the
broader impact it is hoped to have on the development of a European identity
Presumably linked to this – ECoC gets criticised for not enough financial support –
ultimately shows the lack of value placed on it. Which when you consider UKCOC gets
nothing brings up a few obvious questions!
3rd point Something we’d all expect, in regards to longer term impacts and legacy –
anything you achieve in the COC year lasts longer if integrated with other
developments
2. this report focused more on UKCOC than the others, and has some response from
the UKCOC group to the reccomendations made. Some of the opportunities – not
just a year long festival but to socially re-articulate a cities entire ‘raison d etre’ something that can potentially cuts through a lot of ‘fast urban’ rhetoric and explicitly
talks about culture with a small C – these are the things we still hope COC and similar
could achieve. It’s not without it’s problems, one I’ve chosen to highlight here
particularly for Leicester I would say – using cultural activity to at once present a
unified image to the rest of the nation/world – while also trying to use it to celebrate
differences and contradictions.
Finally – EC Programme – specifically focused at researchers so I won’t go into the
detail just now – happy to discuss later – over to Chris
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(i)

an undersocialised view of economic action represented by neoclassical
economics which ‘assumes rational self-interested behaviour minimally affected
by social relations’ (1985, p. 481); and
(ii) an oversocialised view in modern sociology which conceives of ‘people as
obedient to the dictates of consensually developed systems of norms and values,
internalised through socialisation, so that obedience is not perceived as a
burden’
Granovetter proposed a middle way that focuses on the concrete and ongoing nature
of the social relations in which economic actors are enmeshed, and outside of which
it is impossible to understand fully their economic activities. In so doing, Granovetter
shifted the analytical focus of embeddedness away from Polanyi’s earlier focus on
abstract economies and societies onto individual people, groups, organisations and
networks of interpersonal relationships.
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The Commonwealth Games website gives the following introduction to Legacy 2014:
The Commonwealth Games in 2014 will be a spectacular display of world-class
sporting talent. But success won’t just be measured in medals. It’ll be measured in
jobs and the development of our businesses. And it’ll be measured in the number of
people getting active and making use of the facilities available in our communities.
Through these Games, we have a unique opportunity to deliver a lasting legacy and
there are numerous opportunities for people, businesses, organisations and
communities in Glasgow and across the whole of Scotland to get involved as the
excitement builds.
Legacy 2014 has something for everyone. Make sure you’re part of it. Find out more
at www.legacy2014.co.uk and www.gameslegacyglasgow.com
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